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Abstract. In this paper we analysis aircraft dynamic characteristic on relaxed static stabillity control 
from the concept of active control technology point of view, and calculate the dynamic 
characteristic of longitudinal. Through calculation, further reseaerch on the influencing of relaxed 
static stability on flight performance are carried out, Providing a certain reference for pilot to master 
the characteristics on relaxed static stabillity control in order to complete flight missions. 

1 Introduction 
After the 1980s, fighter agility referred to an important position. Simply, it is the so-called agile 

mobility and maneuverability combination. It includes the acceleration and deceleration rate of 
change, the angular velocity change rate, roll angular acceleration. How to make the aircraft to 
achieve high agility, must find a way from aircraft design, if the aircraft is still in accordance with 
the conventional design, it is difficult to make the aircraft with high agility, resulting in a relaxed 
static stability. Relaxed static stability as an active control technology in aircraft design refers to 
abandon traditional static stability requirement, designed to allow the aircraft to less stable or 
neutral static stability, even static instability, and thus aircraft stability and handling quality 
problems caused by the aid of the automatic control system to be addressed. 

Relaxed static stability, including the relaxation of longitudinal static stability and relax 
Fangxiang Jing stability categories, similar to its basic principles, this article discusses only relaxed 
longitudinal static stability of the situation. 

2 Relaxed static stability 
The stability of aircraft including static stability and dynamic stability. Static stability has been 

defined as the initial tendency that the airplane displays after being disturbed from its trimmed 
condition. Occasionally, the initial tendency is different or opposite from the overall tendency, so 
distinction must be made between the two. Dynamic stability is the overall tendency that the 
airplane displays after its equilibrium is disturbed. 

Usually used FG
c
z XXm y −=  as the basis to determine whether the aircraft have longitudinal 

static stability; if 0<yc
zm , the plane is longitudinal static stability; else if 0=yc

zm , the aircraft  is  

neutral  static stability; else 0>yc
zm , the aircraft is  unstable.  

Conventional aircraft generally must have sufficient static stability，that is to say 0<yc
zm ，

Which require the focus of the aircraft prior to the center of gravity. During the transonic phase, the 
focus position of the aircraft the rapid shift aft with the flight Mach number increase , the aircraft 

will have too much AOA static stability 
yc

zm
 for supersonic flight.This will bring a range of issues. 

First, when flying at supersonic speeds, the trim deflected angle of horizontal tail (negative) will 
increase, in order to make the deflected angle of horizontal tail decreasing used for maneuver, 
moreover , with the elevator angle for unit overload increasing, the maneuver of the aircraft will be 
reduced; Secondly, the trim deflected angle and the loads of the horizontal tail are large, that will 
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inevitably lead to the increase in weight of aircraft structure, so that the aircraft flight performance 
will be worse; Third, if the trim deflected angle of the horizontal tail increase, the negative lift of 
the horizontal tail will increse, leading to the loading of the wing increases, making the real 
aerodynamic characteristics of aircraft deterioration. These problems to the high performance 
fighter of large sweep and low aspect ratio are more serious. Relaxed static stability is designed in 
order to solve these problems, puts forward to improve of aircraft performance. 

3 Examples and analyses  

Longitudinal static stability coefficient for a certain type of aircraft： 
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The characteristic determinant is： 
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The upper formula was launched: 
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open-loop transfer function is 
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：-0.0083±0.0617i 
Zero point：-0.0083±0.0617i 
Long period mode pole：-0.0080872±0.061628i 
Short period mode pole：-0.730215±2.859575i 
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Fig.2 The root locus of short period mode 
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Obviously, the zero point and long period mode pole close, can cancel each other out. The root 
locus of long period mode as shown in Figure 1. As can be seen from the figure, when the center of 
gravity shifts aft, the change of root locus only in a small region, namely the long period is always 
stable. 

The root locus of short period mode as shown in Figure 2. As can be seen, when =0.144102GX∆  
(i.e. 0zmα = ) , the short period mode is still stable, and then only when the center of gravity further 
shift, it would appear monotonous divergence, which indicates the stability of longitudinal disturbed 

motion is not only depends on 
α
zm . 

If the center of gravity moves after the focus by 0.1bA, it should be 
244102.01.0144102.0 =+=∆ TX  So, 
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In the formula (1), taking approximate short period characteristic determinant, and converting 8.574 
into -5.95, because of considering the gravity center displacement. Get 
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Expand, get  

0)583205.546.1( 2 =−+ sss  
Solution to three real roots： 
S1=0，S2=-3.203076, S3=1.743076 
Analysis, S1 = 0 , no practical significance; S2 = -3.203076, is fast mode; S3 = 1.743076, is 
monotonic divergent modes. Therefore, moving the center of gravity after the focus position, the 
aircraft is statically unstable, and the dynamic stability is decreased or even dynamic instability. 

4 Conclusion 
Relaxed static stability requirements can improve the aircraft horizontal acceleration 

performance and maneuvers available overload. 

Relaxed static stability can make 
yc

zm  (or
α
zm ) negative value decrease, the aircraft trim drag 

reduce, enable the aircraft horizontal acceleration increase. 
The F-16 aircraft center of gravity position moved from 25% bA to 38% bA, the required 

accelerate time is shortened 1.8s, when the Mach number of aircraft grown from 0.9 to 1.6. 
The requirements for relaxed static stability, can reduce the aircraft's trim angle of attack, in 

certain circumstances of the maximum angle of attack, the available angle of attack in maneuver 

flight increase. Further, longitudinal static stability decreases, 
yc

zm  (or
α
zm ) negative value 

decreases, so the elevator angle for unit overload yz dnd /d
 decreases, which will allow the 

maximum lift coefficient significantly increased when supersonic flying, rather than limited by the 
elevator angle,so that the available normal overload increases. 

Available normal overload increases, will inevitably lead to the normal circling radius decreases, 
the angular velocity of circling increases, makeing the level of maneuverability better. Of course, 
the available angle of attack for maneuver flight increases, the available lift for maneuver flight 
increase, also bring significant benefits for vertical mobility. 
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